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ou know that old saying all 
Black grandmamas repeat 
like a mantra going out of 
style?
 “Ain’t nothin’ new 

under the sun.”
 The worst part is when you 
realize they’re right. Chokers are 
somehow all the way back. And 
they brought with them our col-
lective lamenting 90s nostalgia. In 
fact, there’s a 75 percent chance the 
nearest Black person to you has lis-
tened to (and sang) the break down 
to “Not This Time (Never Gonna Get 
It)” in the last 24 hours. Rounding 
it all off I’m pretty sure the entire 
internet can confirm that Bey rein-
vented childbirth.
 But then again, the best 
moment is sitting down and know-
ing that without a doubt she was 
right. Black people are constantly 
in the business of rebuilding con-
cepts, ideas and materials. We base 
our survival on the inherited skill of 
reclamation. It’s a worn with pride, 
passed down from the ancestors 
like the ultimate token of 
blackness.
 And damn if we don’t 
deserve it. 
 We take back kinky, coily 
4c strands like relaxers and morn-

ings next to the hot comb on the 
stove never existed. We took down 
the singular most offensive word 
in the English language so that 
when someone… actually lemme be 
specific. When a BLACK someone 
says, “My nigga we made it” there’s 
no question about any intentions 
or hidden meaning. To put it in the 
most simple of terms, we turn the 
phrase “all that glitters ain’t gold” 
on its head. For a people that aren’t 
supposed to be here. For a people 
that aren’t supposed to exist in this 
post-colonial, post-Trump 
America, we thrive in a way no one 
ever expected us to.
 And that’s why BlackBoard 
decided to take on the theme 
rebirth and reclamation. We 
wanted to create an issue dedicat-
ed to all the varied ways in which 
we as a people take back the dis-
carded, the dismissed, or even the 
outdated and make it something 
perfectly new again. Our lives are an 
act of reclamation. 
It’s shutting down the yt boy in your 
class who thinks he knows anything 
about race theory. It’s letting profes-
sors at this PWI know (for the ump-
teenth time) that we are not Aang, 
and we cannot call up our ancestors 
to “teach rooms full of white peo-

ple.” And it’s 
walking into the Black House (prob-
ably stressed about the 
midterm paper you haven’t even 
began to think about writing) and 
somehow at that moment 
everybody and their mother are 
there too; laughing, pretending to 
do homework and singing along 
while doing the choreography to 
Starrkeisha’s “Petty Song.” 
In taking up these spaces we say, 
emphatically and unapologeti-
cally that we are here, and ain’t 
nothing new about it. So I hope 
that as you go through the pages 
you think of all the things you’ve 
reclaimed or have seen given new 
life. And I hope that you can count 
BlackBoard as one of those things. 
Because of you our team was able 
to bring back a magazine from 1971 
and give it new life. And I can’t say 
enough thank yous for that.
If you have any comments, 
thoughts, concerns or even want 
to join our team please feel free to 
reach out! Our email, BlackBoard-
MagNU@gmail.com is always ready 
to hear from you. 

Sincerely,
Princess-India Alexander
Editor-In-Chief

Letter from the Editor

Y
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MY BELOVED COMMUNITY:

It was such a great pleasure serving as the Coordinator for 
FMO during the 2016-2017 academic year.  This year has 
been extremely rewarding. Together, we have revitalized and
 continued to grow our community towards a better and 
brighter future. We have met and overcome challenges. We 
have supported each other and opened our minds to what it 
really means to love and care for one another. I am extremely
 proud of the work that has been done. 

I would like to issue a special thank you to the executive board for their hard work 
and dedication. I gladly pass the torch to the capable hands of Kasey Brown, the 
coordinator for the 2017-2018 academic year. Under her leadership, I am confident 
that the new executive board will be successful. I hope that you all find her to be 
the leader that you want and need.

Lastly, as a current senior, I am on my way out of both FMO and Northwestern. My 
final words are that I love everyone in the community and hope that you continue 
to love each other. Through times of pain, laughter, discomfort, and growth, we 
must continue to hold on to the core values of community that were considered in 
our conception. I wish you all the greatest success possible and the continuance of 
our bold presence on campus. 

With love,

Cheron Z. MIms

Letter   from   FMO 
A  lovely farewell.
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IT’S 1998, and 3-year-old Damilola Arowolaju, carried by his moth-
er, has just arrived in Lakeview, Illinois with a single suitcase and 
$100 to their name. His brothers and his dad are there, too. It’s 
January, and Akure, Nigeria lies at their backs.

Fast forward a few more years and Arowolaju will be recruited as 
a preferred walk-on to Northwestern University’s football team. 
He’ll become a member of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc. He’ll be 
elected Vice Coordinator of FMO, he’ll be a Compass mentor, he’ll 
start a collective of men hell-bent on unlearning toxic masculinity, 
and he’ll even have a poetry blog.

But, right now, he doesn’t know all of that. All his family knows is 
that they must start over, and from scratch. 

“I’ve seen my mom literally give up her last dollar to make sure me 
and my brothers get what we need,” Arowolaju says, “My parents 
instilled in me a work ethic that says, ‘You’re not gonna take short-
cuts, you’re gonna work.’”

 At the end of Arowolaju’s 6th grade, his father left their family. The 
experience left Arowolaju confused with how he stood in relation 
to his “manhood”.

Upon coming to Northwestern and meeting new people, Arowo-
laju started recognizing toxic boxes he had accidentally placed 
himself in. He says that engaging in different types of discourse 
showed him how his experiences limited his understanding of 
Blackness andmasculinity, in a way that  crippled him and his 
peers. 

This is the beginning of The Collective. 

The Collective is a series of sessions that Arowolaju established to 
1) explore masculinity and what it means to be a man, 2) bring 
men of color on campus to network, and 3) aid travelers on their 

Blackboard Excellence
Damilola Arowolaju
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journey towards manhood. It is targeted toward any individual of color (students, 
alumni, faculty, or administration) who identifies with being a man, or masculinity in 
general.

“I see a big thing on campus where Black women are asking, ‘Where the Black men 
at?’... I wanted to get Black men to talk about what it means to be a man, manhood, 
and also issues of toxic masculinity,” Arowolaju says. 

Arowolaju says The Collective is based on the ambiguity of manhood and trying to 
figure out one’s own definition of manhood in relation to their life. He wants the 
discourse to address certain things, toxic or not, that correlate with manhood and 
broadening and challenging the way one imagines existing as a man.

Arowolaju says that the group wasn’t focused on talking about “manhood” as differ-
ential to “womanhood.”

“How can we be better for ourselves so that we can in turn be better for other peo-
ple?” he asks. 
“How can we work on these different things so that we won’t even have to have this ‘de-
bate’ of men versus women? So that we can better understand [the spectrum on which 
gender lies],” 
The Collective’s first session took place on February 26th, the second on April 23rd. 
Arowalaju wants to have another in May, and then to finish the year off with a barbe-
cue. 

“I think it’s essential. Being in this white-dominated space can tear you down. And col-
lege is a space where you’re developing and learning more about yourself,” Arowolaju 
says. “One of the best things about college is you come across different types of people 
and you engage in dialogue, and that dialogue can help you grow as a person. I think 
this space is so crucial, we learn to [understand masculinity] through what society tells 
us. But what society tells us may not always be correct.”

Arowolaju will be attending George Washington University Law school, starting Fall 
2017.
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EffEctivE Activism
 A How-To by Aaron Lewis
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1. EFFECTIVE ACTIVISM 
is not spontaneous. It is not 
fueled by emotion alone. It is 
planned, organized, and car-
ried out by committed indi-
viduals ready to accept what-
ever consequences may come 
their way, all for the pursuit of 
freedom and equality. 

3. SOCIAL MEDIA
AKA the reason for this change in opinions. Never before has a digi-
tal platform had such magnitude, capable of collecting thousands of 
concerned individuals at a moment’s notice. #BlackLivesMatter, which 
has no physical headquarters, exists because of people who believe 
in the power of its ideology join together on social media to organize 
marches, ceremonies, and protests. The strength found in numbers is 
paramount to a protests’ success. 

4. A DIFFERENT ACTIVISM
Effective activism however, is more than charged passions manifested 
into action. It requires organization aimed toward a clear goal. This 
way it continues for more than a few days. There are a few examples 
where this happened perfectly.

Image provided by Wharton Magazine 

Participatory Activism: #DeleteUber
Sparked by outrage over Uber founder Travis Kalanick’s seat on 
Trump’s economic advisory council, this movement focused on an 
unofficial embargo against the app. With the immigration ban and 
subsequent airport taxi strike (which Uber did not support), more and 
more people rallied behind #DeleteUber and took the app off their 
phones. The result of the protest was a severing of ties between Uber 
and Trump as well as continued loss of profits this quarter for the com-
pany.

5. CONCLUSION
Activism is not limited to protest. It is a combination of education, 
organization, and execution. It may be done in numbers or by oneself. 
It may be a march, a panel on selective issues or a letter to your con-
gressional representative. Whatever the case, planning, research, and 
commitment are and will always be key. Once you decide to be an 
activist, do it with conviction, because change takes time.

2. A LITTLE BACKGROUND
According to the Pew Re-
search Center, only 7 per-
cent of whites, 
19 percent of Blacks and 20 
percent of Hispanics believe 
organizing protests and 
rallies are an effective tactic 
for equality. In contrast with 
the 46 percent of whites, 48 
percent Blacks and 53 per-
cent Hispanics who believe 
in working with community 
members to solve problems. 
Americans are losing faith in 
the power of protest, and are 
instead looking towards in-
ward system reform for their 
activism.

*Graph provided by the Pew 
Research Center
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THE 
GREATEST

Remembering

by Kali Robinson

FOR THE MAN KNOWN AS “THE GREATEST,” 
even death could not put an end to a legacy. Near-
ly one year after the passing of Muhammad Ali, we 
remember the champion boxer for his prowess in 
the ring, but also for his ability to stay true to him-
self.

Ali is best known for his speed and agility as a box-
er, and rightfully so. Sports Illustrated named Ali 
as the greatest athlete of the 20th century. When 
Ali rose to fame during the 1960s, he squared-up 
against such opponents as George Foreman, Son-
ny Liston, and Joe Frazier, and was the first man 
to to win three heavyweight world championships. 
But some of his most perilous fights were against 
foes still lurking today: racism and anti-Muslim 
sentiment. 

Ali was born in Louisville, Kentucky in 1942. At birth, 
he was named after his father, Cassius Clay, Sr., and 
it was under the name Cassius Clay, Jr. that boxing 
fans first came to love Ali. But in 1962 he was in-
troduced the to Black nationalist leader Malcolm 
X, a meeting which forever changed his life. X be-
came his mentor and friend, and two years later, 
Clay took the name Muhammad Ali, announcing 
that he had become a member of the Nation of 
Islam (NOI). X left the NOI shortly after, effective-
ly ending their friendship, but Ali was dedicated 
to his new name and faith.

“Clay was a white man’s name,” He told NBC 
News in 1964. “It was a slave’s name. I’m 
no longer Clay. I’m no longer a slave. 
I am Muhammad Ali.”
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Cassius Clay, the namesake of Ali and his father, was a white 
abolitionist, and in renouncing that name, Ali publicly distanced 

himself from the white establishment during a particularly tumul-
tuous time.  Not only did he undergo this change during the height 

of the Civil Rights Movement, but also during America’s involvement 
in the Vietnam War. Ali’s commitment to his new identity and reli-
gion would engender serious consequences, but he was not afraid.

“I will not disgrace my religion, my people or myself by a tool to enslave 
those who are fighting for their own justice, freedom and equality,” he 

said in a public statement regarding his decision.

This decision didn’t cause legal trouble, but it did cost him of his champion-
ship titles and boxing licenses. He was barred from the boxing world for three 
and a half years. The media ridiculed him and refused to refer to him by any-

thing but his birth name. Howard Cosell, a white Jewish  sports broadcaster and 
friend of Ali, was one of the first members of the press to recognize him as Ali. 

“What the government did to this man was inhuman and illegal under the Fifth 
and Fourteenth Amendments,” he said, according to a Washington Post obituary; 

“Nobody says a damned word about the professional football players who dodged the 
draft. But Muhammad was different; he was Black and he was boastful.”

When Ali made the change, many white Americans could only see him as a dark-
skinned man with a foreign name and faith. But despite their opposition, Ali persisted. He 

did not allow their hate to stop his career, and he continued fighting until 1981, when he 
retired due to the onset of Parkinson’s disease.

Ali died June 3, 2016 at his home in Scottsdale, Arizona, but his legacy should not be forgot-
ten. In a time where Black people and Muslims feel unwanted, Ali’s struggle is a reminder 
that bigotry can be overcome. When his identity came under attack he did not falter, and 

even now, a year after his death, he is still called Muhammad Ali. The Greatest.
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A look at Black icons juxtaposed 
against contemporary backgrounds. 
Their Ebony covers did it first, but 
how does this fair decades later?

Crew
Photography by Courtney Morrison

Styling by Jessica Onyi
Makeup by Darcelle Pluviose

Models
Sydney Thomas as Billie Holliday
Chamaya Moody as Lena Horne

Camille Casmier as Prince
Shanice Taylor as Diana Ross
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Billie Holliday
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Lena Horne
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Don't Gender 
My Curls
By Tyra Triche MANY BLACK WOMEN HAVE BEEN DITCH-

ING THE RELAXERS AND TEXTURIZERS, 
and have instead been embracing their 
natural kinks and curls. In 2015, CNN 
Money Reports predicted that the natu-
ral hair industry would grow to be worth 
about $2.7 billion, but the industry has 
since surpassed that estimate. As a re-
sult of natural hair becoming so lucra-
tive, popular retailers like Target and 
Walmart have added “ethnic” hair sec-
tions within recent years. The natural hair 
business has been booming and curls 
around the world have been poppin’.
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ut Black women aren’t the only ones riding this kinked, coiled wave. 
Many Black men are no longer seeing their barber every two weeks and 
are instead letting their hair do its own thing. But is the natural hair 
community a space inclusive enough for Black men to explore?

 A trend that started in the early 2000’s, the natural hair movement has 
come to be interpreted as the end of Black women abiding to Eurocentric 
beauty standards. Thus, the transition to natural hair, for many women, can 
be transformative not just physically, but also mentally and emotionally, as for 
many it becomes a journey of self-love.

 Lauren Adams, a sophomore in the School of Education and Social 
Policy, has a head full of bouncy curls thanks to transitioning during her eighth 
grade year. She laughed as she recalled, “I didn’t look at my hair when I had a 
relaxer like “oooh yes.” But today when my hair dried I looked in the mirror and I 
was like “oh shit, okay Lauren. I see you!””

 Brittany Henry, a Weinberg freshman, has been natural for about 4 years 
and considers herself to be a part of the natural hair community. To her under-
standing, being a part of the community includes, of course having natural hair, 
but also involves some sort of “actively seeking out advice and looking for infor-
mation.”

 Researching your hair type and curl pattern is very essential when going 
natural. Learning how to manage your hair is certainly a battle that most, if not 
all who choose to go natural, despite curl patterns and textures, can identify 
with. For women, finding this information was once a challenge depending on 
when you decided to transition.

 Kali Williams remembered that when she decided to go natural in the 
eighth grade, the natural hair movement wasn’t quite a thing yet. Williams, a 
Weinberg sophomore, recalled initially being inspired by her older sister who 
was in the process of transitioning, she was her source of information at the be-
ginning. 

 With the natural hair movement gaining popularity on social media 
platforms like Instagram, YouTube and Twitter, more information soon became 
more readily available. But Williams noted that the problem shifted from lack of 
information to lack of hair representation. 

 “You have people like me who live in the 4b/4c range, whose hair is super 
tightly coiled, who can’t necessarily do a wash and go. We definitely get less 
representation,” she said.

 The face of the natural hair movement is often a light skinned girl with 
type 3 hair. Though there are now social media stars like Temitope Adesine (In-
stagram @Naturallytemi) and Angeliah Clarke (Instagram @ange_liah) who are 
helping to make type 4 hair more visible, there is still more work to be done.

 Not only is lack of curl diversity a problem, but so is lack of gender in-
clusion. While, without a doubt, Black women have been the forerunners of the 
natural hair movement, many Black men are also trying to learn how to work 
with their natural hair. Just take a look at your Twitter or Instagram feed, from 
curly man buns, to freeform locs, to twist-outs, and everything in between, men 
are trying some new things. But what does it mean for Black men to be a part 
of the natural hair community, if he’s technically not going natural?

 Guy King, a Medill graduate student, has been growing his hair out for 3 
months and noted that when he took to Google for hair tips at the beginning of 
his hair journey most of the information was geared purely towards women.

B
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 “Then they bring in the big chop and I feel like our hair isn’t the same because we were never exposed 
to perms or any of those types of chemicals,” he said.

 King also felt that the natural hair community’s openness to men can be very conditional. There is a 
definite double standard that arises when Black men want to embrace their hair. While Black women are 
often encouraged to embrace their natural hair, Black men are often criticized for letting their hair get longer 
than what is deemed acceptable.

 He recalled watching a man’s natural hair videos on YouTube and reading numerous women in the 
comments saying how happy they were that men wanted to be a part of the movement. But, then “you get 
on Facebook and the ‘thot cut’ picture is going around,” he said. And in response to seeing more Black men 
growing their hair out, he sees women on social media making comments like “‘Y’all need to cut that. We 
need the fade. This looks tacky.’”

 Sterling Harris said that he started to grow his hair out 3 years ago just to try something new. Harris, a 
Weinberg junior, remembered that when he first started growing his hair out 3 years ago, the most common 
question he kept getting was “what are you trying to do? What’s the end goal?”

 Comments like these help to perpetuate the respectability politics that surround Black men and what 
determines their worth. Black men have always been forced to fit a certain mold in order to be accepted. But 
they are deciding to break that mold and prove that a Black man can be professional without a fade.  
“There’s so much that we can do with our hair, so many variations and styles,” Ryan Pryor said, “I think we 

PC: Benny Harlem Instagram
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[Black men] need the representation so that the only image of a Black man with hair isn’t a scary ‘thug’ with 
dreadlocks.”

 Pryor, a sophomore at Illinois State University, has been growing his hair out for 4 years and considers 
himself to be a part of the natural hair community. But he is unsure as to whether or not he feels that it is truly 
open and welcoming to men.

 “I would say it’s more of a society thing, you just don’t assume that men would have hair,” he said. He, 
too, depended on a friend who was a natural woman to help him when he first started his process because he 
lacked proper resources.

 Henry agreed that men should be getting more representation in the natural hair community. 

 “Not every man just wants to get a fade every other week,” she said, “There are men who want to grow 
their hair out and they’re like ‘what do I do?’ because taking care of your hair is seen as a feminine thing.”

 There’s no doubt that the natural hair community has been a safe space for Black women to embrace, 
educate, and celebrate one another. Including Black men into the mix would only help the community and 
movement flourish and reach more people. It would also further deconstruct the ‘rules’ that society has con-
structed for Black people.

 Whether it be a Black woman or man, embracing natural hair is an act of radical self-love.  
 

PC: Timothy Clark Instagram
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 DAMN IS ONE OF THE FEW ALBUMS I have 
listened to in my life where I can play every single 
song and be satisfied. So if we are going to talk about 
the best album of 2017 so far, DAMN is essential to 
the conversation and to cut to the chase I believe it 
belongs in the number one spot. 

 But numerous other albums have come out 
since Kendrick Lamar’s DAMN. Drake’s More Life 
album had hype surrounding its release since 2016, 
and Joey Badass’s album All-Amerikkkan Bada$$ was 
very well received by his fans and was luckily given 
a chance to shine a week before DAMN’s release. Or 
the rise of Migos to their very first platinum album re-
cord for Culture, which arguably features 2017’s most 
popular song “Bad and Boujee”. Compared to DAMN, 
which album deserves an honorable contest for the 
number one spot as best album of the year (so far)?

 Drawing comparisons between More Life and 
DAMN, I honestly can’t find a contest between the 
two. While More Life features songs with a decent 
beat/production value, like on “Portland” or “Free 
Smoke”, More Life is just like the last studio album 
Drake produced, Views. They play with no real lyrical 
value. DAMN, however, is written poetry, a story told 
throughout the whole album and finished with an in-
sight into Kendrick’s values and his life. What makes 
these two albums comparable is their popularity, but 
how they reached such similar fiscal positions seem 
to stem from different roots. 

 More Life appeals to the epitome of pop cul-
ture. It is the perfect radio jam, just listen to “Passion-
fruit”. Kendrick Lamar produces a sensitive splice of 
beat, flow, lyrical genius and storytelling, all wrapped 
up into each song. DUCKWORTH., for example, show-
cases that exact idea. A glimpse of Kendrick’s values 
and gratitude are seen near the end of DUCKWORTH. 
when he describes his father’s friendship with Antho-
ny, but what is most important is how the beat and 
the lyricism sync so well you can’t help but hear every 
word he says. It forces you to attention.

The Best So Far
by Aaron Lewis

D A
M N
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Stay 
Humble.

 “Top [Anthony] himself didn’t know I was 
going to do it or even execute it in that fashion,” Ken-
drick said in interview with Beats1. “When you really 
can hear your life in words that is so true to you, and 
that affected your life one hundred percent through 
one decision, it really makes you sit back and cherish 
the moment.

 When comparing DAMN to Migos’ Culture, I’d 
argue that while they are seemingly quite different 
artists there is definitely enough to look at overall. I 
believe the best album so far in 2017 the should con-
tain the highest quality elements known to rap mu-
sic. Flow, lyricism, rhyme pattern, production value, 
features and how well they mesh with the album, 
each song’s relation to the others in the project, the 
album’s whole message, even the time the album 
was released all plays into its creative genius. Kend-
rick Lamar hits all these chords in a way that Migos 
does not. They came in hot with something people 
had never seen before; three unique and talented 
voices on the mic with great flow and beat on their 
songs. Not only that, but the way they play off of 
each other is phenomenal. But at the end of the day, 
Culture and DAMN had obviously different goals. 
Said goals are what push DAMN above the others 
for me. So at least for now, Kendrick reigns supreme 
with the best album of 2017.



 THE EXHIBITION ASSISTANT IS SITTING AT A 
STUDY TABLE turned office space turned desk typing 
away at her computer. She smiles and begins talking 
to the young boy next to her. He’s a regular at the cen-
ter and as they joke like play siblings in a fake heated 
battle, the stud in her lip shins against the bright over-
head lights. The topic of conversation? J. Cole v Kend-
rick v Pac. Who would you say is the greatest rapper 
of all time? The two bounce back and forth, different 
generations of blackness toying with a question they 
never really answer before going back to their respec-
tive computers, hers covered with work, his with a 
stream of YouTube videos.

         Watching the images flash across the screen, 
smiling and laughing while smoothing over the bud-
ding curls on his nearly bald head, the boy looks like 
the perfect picture of carefree blackness. And why 
wouldn’t he? He’s surrounded by nearly a century of 
Black intellectual history and culture all made tangi-
ble within the Stony Island Arts Bank, a community 
hub sitting regally on vacant plot flanked only by a JJ’s 
Fish in the strip mall to the left.

         Sculpted lions guard the roof while the build-
ing stands solid columns of granite. It’s formidable. It’s 
unavoidable. It demands your attention. And yet look-

ing at it now, one would never guess that this giant 
was once a dilapidated bank built in 1920 and left to 
rot during the Great Depression. Because of the Re-
build Foundation however, this space was reworked 
into a center of Black art and culture meant to serve 
the surrounding community.

         “The origin of Rebuild really is about the ori-
gin of Theaster’s evolving space practice which means 
how objects and people can be gathered in buildings 
and what the possibilities are from that,” says Isis Fer-
guson, the Associate Director of City and Community 
Strategy for Place Lab, an organization working closely 
with Rebuild to redevelop the South Side through art 
and community engagement.

 Theaster Gates, a Chicago installation artist and 
South Side native, created the Rebuild Foundation in 
2010. The non-profit has a seemingly simple mission: 
“leverage the power and potential of communities, 
buildings, and objects that others have written off.” 
But the story of its conception is a bit more unorth-
odox. After moving into the Greater Grand Crossing 
neighborhood Gates looked to the foreclosed home 
next to his and had a radical thought: what if it were 
more than 

TO (RE)BUILD A NEIGHBORHOOD 
by Princess-India Alexander



another boarded up house? He bought the home and 
renovated the space completely, turning it into the Ar-
chive House. The gallery, library and once administra-
tive hub was Rebuild’s first restoration project and a 
beginning to a long new type of work, one dedicated 
to restoring the South Side with the places and spaces 
already present. But the Stony Island Arts Bank is what 
really brought the organization to the spotlight.

         The bank was built during a sort of renaissance 
for the Greater Grand Crossing. The majority Black 
neighborhood functioned with total autonomy, and 
the then Stony Island Savings Bank embodied this 
prosperity. Within its walls Black families were given 
mortgages for their homes and individuals loans for 
their businesses. But when the Depression hit, this all 
changed. The bank was shut down, with about 100 
other banks in the Chicagoland area, and left vacant 
for more than eighty years.

         WHEN GATES FOUND IT THE ROOF WAS 
NON-EXISTENT and all wiring had been stolen and 
sold long ago. But he saw potential in it. He bought it 
for a dollar from the city and began the reconstruction.

         “There are buildings that have a life that peo-
ple are happy within that create homes. But they fall 
into disrepair or disarray and are abandoned and then 
people want to destroy them later,” says Jon Veal, a res-
ident artist at the bank, says of the space. “And I think 
a lot what the bank does is to give life to these objects 
and find new purposes for these new objects to live.”

         What lives in the bank now is a cultural hub, a 
beacon of Black art and a nucleus for the reclamation 
and renovation of the South Side. In so many words, 
Rebuild like a centralized point in a solar system of 
people working toward a similar goal.

         “Sometimes we make a distinction that we’re 
different entities but we’re part of the same constella-
tion,” says Ferguson. “I am a Place Lab staff person but 

we are interdependent like little projects in a big web 
of things that all relate.”

         Within this web Gates and the bank are con-
tinuously mentioned names. For example, both Place 
Lab and Arts + Public Life, another organization dedi-
cated to community enhancement through art, were 
spearheaded by Theaster and work like extensions of 
the bank’s work. According to Ferguson they all focus 
on “possibilities of space in neglected neighborhoods.” 
For Ferguson’s section of the constellation it means 
talking with community members and turning their 
needs into actions. For the bank it’s preserving the 
works of Black artists and intellectuals and making it 
open to the public.

         And perhaps that’s why Gates kept the distinc-
tion of “bank.” Instead of currency, the space houses 
intellectual capital in the form of collections not avail-
able anywhere else in the nation. Within its walls rest 
the Edward J. Williams Collection (an assortment of 
negrobilia gathered to document anti-black racism), 
the Frankie Knuckles Collection (who is typically re-
ferred to as the father of house music), the Universi-
ty of Chicago Glass Lanterns Slides, and the Johnson 
Publishing Library, the heart of the bank.

         WALKING INTO THIS PARTICULAR LIBRARY 
is a bit like walking into a perfectly airbrushed photo-
graph. For a moment you don’t believe it’s real and a 
few moments later it actually hits you. Deep mahoga-
ny shelves tower from floor to high-vaulted ceiling in 
an endless array of books. Getting to the second tier 
of materials requires a day’s notice and a construc-
tion-sized later. The collection, originally curated by 
Johnson Publishing as a referencing library for Ebony 
and Jet reporters, includes everything from original 
first issues of both magazines to The International Li-
brary of Negro Life and History. If it’s a topic of Black-in-
terest, then this library has it.

         “It’s as though the authors from all the books 
and the energy and the passion that they put into the 
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materials that they study sort of speak back at you 
immediately,” says Moses Massenburg a grad student 
who came all the way from Michigan State University 
to view the library.

         Massenburg didn’t come alone. Him and his 
wife actually made it a point to bring their son. He 
was barely two yet but they wanted him to know what 
Black history felt like. Watching the family roam about 
the library, a tiny body looking around as if he can 
make sense of the words on the books’ spines, you get 
the feeling that this is what Gates wanted. This is what 
the bank is here for.

         David Barthwell and Xiaoxi Tu, a couple who 
made it a point to visit before Tu left for New York, 
describes it as not just a library but a “bank of ideas.” 
Meanwhile, Ruby Waldo, an art student from Balti-
more calls it a “dream.”

         This idea of wonder represents the library’s 
meaning to the bank. Gates acquired the materi-
als only after hearing that the Johnson Publishing 
Company was getting rid of the longtime collection. 
Instead of allowing the books to be divided, he took 
them all on in an act to preserve the legacy held in the 
collection. Taking in what others might not is a motif 
carried throughout the space. When you’re in the bank 
you’re sitting in history.  

          The Frankie Knuckles shrine, for example, is ac-
tually made entirely of materials from the St. Laurence 
Church. From the pews lining the interior of the gal-
lery space to the gothic shrine decked out with stereo 
equipment constantly playing music from Knuckles’ 
collection. Each piece had a life before the bank, and 
instead of being forgotten, they are continuously rec-
reated and rediscovered.

         “To relive these items that people don’t see the 
value in, to see the value in them, to see the value in 

black spaces, to see the value in black artists. That’s 
important to us,” says Veal.

         THIS CENTRAL VALUE GIVES THE STONY IS-
LAND ARTS BANK LIFE, painting it as a living organ-
ism rather than a novelty or over indulgent art proj-
ect. The bank, in its investment in black life, allows the 
space to reach out and draw people in. In this mod-
el, the preservation of materials and ideas can mean 
more than just books and records kept behind walls. 
Here it also means being of actual service to the sur-
rounding community, through being as accessible as 
possible.

         The process is simple. Made so that the Great-
er Grand Crossing community can easily enjoy a space 
curated for them. Walk in and you can see the entire 
Frankie Knuckles shrine and gallery, email or call and 
you get free reign to the rest of the bank with tours 
everyday at two. Candace Ming is a program manager 
for the South Side Home Movie Project and one of the 
many archivists attached to the bank’s Black Cinema 
house. In her work collecting home movies from the 
South Side to recreate Black life through the years, 
she’s noticed that Stony Island takes preservation be-
yond the basic definition.

         “We’re not trying to hide it away or keep it. Ar-
chives are not all about things being in a box handled 
by white gloves,” says Candace Ming, an archivist for 
the South Side Home Movie Project. “Just cause you 
need an appointment doesn’t means something is be-
hind a lock and key. It’s not a jail.”

          Isis Ferguson over at Place Lab describes it as 
an extension of Theaster’s studio practice. The bank 
functions based on the idea of what are the possibil-
ities of space in neglected areas, and how can said 
space become a tool for development. Because of this 
practice the bank isn’t the “jail” Ming was describing. 
It’s a dance of transparency. You can see the work in 
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progress, as it is happening.

         This act is central in the bank, and Ferguson’s theories on 
community redevelopment. Maintaining this openness simply 
means knowing that the work will unfold naturally, the next step 
revealing itself to you as it comes. And at this pace, not much is kept 
locked away from the people Rebuild serves. The result is a place 
Avery LaFlamme found himself always coming back to and always 
looking forward to the next event volunteer opportunity. Now he 
works as a program assistant at the Black Cinema House.

         “Having a space that is open to you and that is for you is a 
privilege a lot of communities don’t get, especially in the art spaces,” 
he says.

         Of course art or even this bank specifically can’t answer all of 
the issues or needs of the community, but it is a beginning. Rebuild 
does, of course, what its name suggests. It takes spaces and trans-
forms them into something new, able to serve Greater Grand Cross-
ing more than it was before. But simple reconstruction isn’t the end, 
and responding to a community’s various needs take something 
more. Isis calls it “gathering and.” Or making sure that at whatever 
space is provided it gives its patrons the opportunity to gather and 
then do whatever they want or need in that moment. This openness 
is Rebuild Foundations end goal. And looking at Stony Island, there’s 
a good chance they are well on their way to accomplishing it.

IN ART WE TRUST
*Photo Courtesy: White Cube Gallery

Theaster might have bought the, 
then,  Stony Island Savings Bank 
for only a dollar, but the city 
added one caveat to the deal. At 
this point the building was at its 
absolute weakest. The roof was 
nearly non-existent with enough 
of it removed for the interior of 
the building to suffer years of 
snow and rain damage. Gates 
also had to completely re-do the 
facade of the building, anoth-
er aspect which had not been 
maintained since the bank’s 
closing in the 80s. To keep own-
ership of the building, Gates had 
to bring all of these issues up to 
code within a few weeks.

His answer to the dilemma were 
the marble tiles in the bank’s 
bathroom of all places. Gates 
took the stone and cut it down in 
8 ½ by 11 inch chunks. From there 
he embossed them in gold and 
reworked it to look like a vintage 
bank bond. The only difference, 
he replaced the signature “In 
God We Trust” with a fitting “In 
ART we Trust.” 

Gates took his bonds to the Art 
Basel international art fair in 
Switzerland. They were priced 
at $5,000 each and he sold out. 
With the money he was able to 
bring the bank up to code and 
start construction on what we 
now know as the Stony Island 
Arts Bank.
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 Being Everything and Not Enough
Bi AND Black

by Debbie-Marie Brown

EVERY TALE OF A BRIGHT YOUNG BLACK MIDDLE 
SCHOOL GIRL, surrounded by white peers, begins the 
same. Academics get a little more intense, puberty hits 
everyone like a hurricane, and, for the first time, you 
start to really notice what your face and body look like 
to other people. At least, that’s how it worked for me. 

I went to an honors middle school, and it’s the first time 
I was one of the only dark skin girls in my class. Too 
soon, I became uncomfortably conscious of all the ways 
I could not be as pretty as my peers.

My hair was too short, my feet were too big, and niggas 
would even tell me that my voice was too low. I was 
not allowed to be desirable here, and any engagement 
I had with middle school crush culture was imaginary. 
Unsolicited opinions about my body, rooted in misogy-
noir (sexism directed toward Black women), were suc-
cessfully destroying my own 12-year-old sense of self-
worth.

Fast forward to high school, and I look bomb as hell. I 
was finally comfortable with my physical body, AND my 
braids were always fly. But now I was too loud. My con-
victions were too charged, and thus, I was made unde-
sirable for being too much-- a demarcation Black wom-
xn experience on the daily. I wasn’t hyper-feminine, and 
a Black womxn that cannot over-prove her femininity is 
fair game for being denigrated. Being around very mas-
culine men (especially Black men) started to give me 
anxiety, because it became clear to me that the com-
bination of my boisterous, forward personality-- paired 
with my blackness-- was too unconventional to be con-
sidered beautiful. I always felt inconvenient. 

I open with all of this to say that I am bisexual, but I very 
genuinely cannot fall in love with men. 
Just, let me explain.

When one becomes a more adept navigator of hookup 
culture, you begin realizing some shady shit. You start 
figuring out what your body needs to do and look like 
to get sex. You learn how to code change your man-
nerisms and vernacular in the settings where you’re 
looking for it, too. And, honestly, seeing how easy it is to 
be with men when I strip myself of my most attractive 
qualities feels grossssss.

I kinda got over the rigid white patriarchal cis male/cis 
female relationship dynamic being imposed on me. 
There are two very different dynamics going on when 
I’m with a guy, versus a femme. 

Most cis male/cis female romantic interactions are in-
formed by a heteronormative, gendered script that 
guides what do we do next? A guy buys the girl roses, 
spoons her at night or asks her on a date. All of those lit-
tle culturally normative tidbits that may subtly confine 
the ways we express love to one another, and the ways 
we navigate and imagine relationships with each other. 

I fall in love with girls exclusively because there’s no 
script there. Whatever happens between me and an-
other femme feels genuine, and true to our identities 
because there’s no trite queer relationship types we 
subconsciously feel we must model. We jchillin’ out 
here. As a queer Black womxn, I feel more freedom in 
evading romantic relationships with men than endur-
ing emotional and psychological labor in trying to find 
space for my identity in a script that was not written for 
me. 

Also, highkey, we live in a world that discourages men 
from being emotionally competent beings. We all have 
our turnoffs, male entitlement and emotional incom-
petencey happen to be mine. Sifting through the bull-
shit isn’t a hobby of mine, I get bored quickly. 

At first, I felt my queerness had deemed me unnatu-
ral and incapable of having romantic relationships with 
people. But soon, after a bit of decolonizing my concep-
tions of love and getting more comfortable with who I 
am in totality, you realize that if the world isn’t offering 
truth to you on a platter, you gotta cook your own shit. 

And we feastin’ out here, you could say.
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Through My Eyes
 Being a Black Woman in a 

Predominately White Sorority
By Avendah Watson

“DON’T DO IT.” MY FATHER SAID. “YOU WILL NOT 
FIT IN WITH THEM.” 
 He said he would support my decision, but I 
knew going in the odds were less than ideal. Accord-
ing to a 2014 Student Affairs Assessment, 71 percent of 
Northwestern students involved in Greek life are white. 
One percent are Black.
 So in some ways, my dad was right. I wore my 
hair in a short afro with kinky topping my head like 
a bloated buzz of sheep’s fur. And here I was, sulking 
in a large, graying auditorium, awaiting a mandatory 
presentation that discussed the sorority recruitment 
process, surrounded by straight, white strands. I franti-
cally searched the seats and maybe counted five or ten 
other people of color.
 Winter recruitment meant relentlessly bitter 
cold with streets and sidewalks adorned with pockets 
of snow. But I was exhilarated. I glazed my hair in curl 
defining gel to keep my frizzy mane intact, glossed my 
lips with lipstick the color of brown sugar, and walked 
through every sorority house, determined to find a 
home at Northwestern.
 I was a sophomore who spent my freshman 
year alone and focused on school, which actually 
served me well GPA-wise. The first month of freshman 
year, I desired to join more black groups but my shy-
ness kept me from pursuing more relationships in the 
black community, something I came to regret. 
 It wasn’t until I had a conversation with a now 
graduated black student about her experience in PHA. 
She was my “go-to” for advice, and encouraged me to 
go through recruitment. She described it as a “worth-
while” experience that I would not regret, and that 
conversation enforced my desire to rush. 
 Come bid day, I was accepted into the soror-
ity of my first choice, my favorite since the beginning 
of the recruitment process. I was overwhelmed with 
joy. I was welcomed with exclamations of joy, and over 
a hundred notifications of friend requests, wall posts 
and liked pictures. I completely dominated recruit-
ment in the way that benefitted me and my wants. Yet 
as I spent the rest of my quarter getting to know some 
of the other members, I continued to wonder how I fit 
into this context.
 The honeymoon period quickly faded, and it 
felt as though my membership was at a pause. Aside 
from the few members who had narrow-minded, 
there was still an overarching theme of invalidating 
marginalized experiences.
  In a group meeting discussing diversity and 
inclusion, my first fears were confirmed by a vocal mi-
nority in the sorority. Members of the chapter shared 
their feelings about being called “tokens” by other 

students in Greek life, the lack of education about 
other cultures, among other topics. Later, we 
discussed the desire to reach out to people from di-
verse ethnic backgrounds and how we could make 
ourselves appear more inclusive and friendly to 
freshmen going through recruitment, and the ideas 
were met with defensive responses.
 “We are diverse!” A woman in the chapter 
stood up in the middle of the living room. “You 
know, people say that we may all be white bru-
nettes, but we don’t have a diversity problem. We 
all have different personalities and interests. That 
shows diversity.” People snapped their fingers in 
agreement, encouraging the next person to speak 
with bravado. 
 “I don’t know why people think our sorority 
isn’t diverse. We’re all so different from each other. 
We don’t really need to focus on diversity because 
we are already diverse,” another woman said. Again, 
she was met by agreeing snaps and quiet “yeas.” 
 I was too afraid to speak up, mostly be-
cause of the support that those few women had 
from others in the sorority. To me, they were saying 
that people like me did not matter. 
Seeing other people like me did not matter.  
Our voices did not matter.
Our presence did not matter. 
 Other women in the chapter reached out 
to me after that event to discuss how I felt, which 
was probably because I was one of the few wom-
en of color in the room. I expressed my anger and 
frustration, and I contemplated leaving the sorority, 
a decision that was driven by that instance and the 
intolerance I had experienced in other capacities. 
For a moment, I truly believed that what everyone 
said about predominately white organizations was 
true – that they will never, ever care about anyone 
outside of their box. 
 And that may be true for some people, 
but those people are not what have kept me here. 
What I admire is that despite the reactions and dis-
missals we have during those discussions, people 
continue to bring them up because they matter. 
That despite the few individuals who refuse to look 
past their little bubbles, there are many who aspire 
to learn and become more engaged with people 
who are not exactly like them. It is not a perfect 
place, but if I can make even a small difference in 
this sorority, I would like to try.  
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When the campus has you  feeling  drained, 
HOW do you  revive yourself? 
Attending a PWI, or Predominantly White Institution, can be draining for POC. Often time we find 
ourselves in classes, events, or various spaces that are ignorant of the kinds of life events or obsta-
cles that we face on a day-to-day basis. Sometimes it can feel that no one understands us or what 
we go through, or it can feel like the institutional oppressions we face may never be solved on 
campus because of the lack of attention they receive from non-POC students. These thoughts can 
be depressing, and therefore drain the life out of us. 

Below are several quotes of POC students sharing how they manage to “revive” themselves once 
they feel the campus or their work has dampened their overall demeanor. They serve as a remind-
er that we are not alone, whether it is our march or in our personal feelings. The community is here 
for each other, and we should remember to be there for each other. There is strength in numbers.

Rebecca Angoyar
“I am most likely to go to the black house,” Rebecca Angoyar, 
Weinberg Junior, said. Angoyar described how she recuperates by 
usually spending time with those she cares about, or doing things 
she likes to do by herself. “I call my mom, or binge watch the Ber-
nie Mac show.”

Simeon Charles
This Weinberg sophomore, usually spends his time with solitary 
activities to get away from campus or other pressures that might 
be affecting him. “Probably skate, go for a walk, sleep or listen to 
music,” Charles said.

Barney Gray
“I like to go to the gym and workout, or hang with my friend 

group.” Barney Gray, McCormick freshman, said. Gray, when feel-
ing awry due to campus conditions or for other reasons, likes to 

seek outlets to alleviate his feelings. “Either of those two things, or 
a combination of both, gets me motivated again.”
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JoAnne Ogundipe
“I generally just like to get off campus and do some self care 
things.” JoAnne Ogundipe, Weinberg and SESP sophomore, said. 
Ogundipe described what kinds of things she likes to do to take 
care of herself, which can either take place on or off the Evanston 
campus. “[I] get my eyebrows done, a pedicure, go out to eat , etc. 
If I stay on campus, then I just stay in my room and listen to music 
and watch tv.”

Kira Riley
Kira Riley, Weinberg junior, told us about her activities that take 

her mind off of anything related to campus. “I like to go for a 
walk, hang out w friends, go home and visit my family.” Riley said. 

Campus can be stressful and obviously too much at times, so Riley 
sometimes takes a breather to recuperate.”[I also] take naps to 

revive myself.”

Sarayah Wright
“[I] Connect back home. And home not necessarily meaning 
where i literally grew up, but more so who I am understanding 
myself to be and my history,” Sarayah Wright, School of Communi-
cations junior, said. Wright, in her methods of reviving herself, likes 
to separate herself from the university completely and remind 
herself of her identity. ” I remove myself for this space as much as 
possible, regardless of physical location, so that means checking 
in with myself and who I am outside the institution. Reminding 
myself of who I am and not how I’m made to feel or perceive my-
self.” Wright also calls her best friend from home, watches reruns 
of older shows and takes her own time to cook and eat the kind of 
food she wants. She also listens to music.“[I] Listen to people like 
Patti LaBelle, who remind of the morning radio shows my mom 
would play in the house and as she drove me to school.”
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Black people have made invaluable contributions to 
music of every genre, but hip hop is a particularly pow-
erful vehicle for themes of resistance. From Grandmas-
ter Flash and the Furious Five’s “The Message” to the 
Kendrick Lamar’s hit, and unofficial BLM anthem, “Al-
right,” MCs have always embedded political messages 
into the bars they rap, and fans flock to the rebellion 
and realism in their sound.
 
“I have a special place in my heart for hip hop,” says 
Medill sophomore MJ Butler. Although Butler is not 
the prototypical activist, his passion for social justice 
inspires him to dedicate his academic and profession-
al life toward tackling issues such as sexism, racism 
and cultural appropriation. It’s that passion that has 
connected him to hip hop more than any other genre.
 
“Hip hop was created as a way to help deal with the 
issues that were facing a certain group of people in a 
certain period of time,” Butler says. “For me that’s huge 
because it still does that. Even though that’s how it 
started, it’s still doing that.”
 
Daphne Brooks, a professor of African American stud-
ies at Yale, calls hip hop “the driving sonic force that 
has shaped the Post-Civil Rights era,” and says this new 
breed of protest music is priming listeners to take ac-
tion. In an article for Artforum International Magazine 
titled “Second Coming,” Brooks writes: “This new era 
of black protest music not only provides catharsis but 
also inspires a renewed commitment to collective ac-

tion. Listeners are emboldened by this music to con-
gregate and to respond to the energy of the congre-
gation.”
 
It may be the innate Blackness of hip hop that moves 
people to take action. In his article 2010 “Hip Hop as a 
Site of Public Pedagogy,” Northeastern Illinois Univer-
sity Professor Lance Williams notes that music rooted 
in Afroculturalism is particularly suited for Black Activ-
ism. Using female MC Queen Latifah’s “U.N.I.T.Y.” as an 
example, Williams explains that Afroculturally-inspired 
music often contains themes of collectivism and coop-
eration that resonate with activists.
 
But in addition to studying hip hop, Williams has 
worked with disadvantaged and gang-affiliated Black 
youth for more than 20 years, and he’s noticed a trend: 
Unlike with activists, for some of the most disadvan-
taged hip hop fans—the poor and poorly educated—

THE MUSIC THIS 
TIME
by Kali Robinson

Black America is in a new age of protest. The Black Lives Matter movement ushered in a epoch of Black resis-
tance the likes of which has not been seen since the Civil Rights and Black Power movements of decades past. 
And yet, today’s movement is unparalleled by its predecessors.
 
Queer, Black women pioneered BLM, which embraces the intersectionality and diversity of the Black identity. 
The movement’s radical values are not on the margins of society, but seep into the American conscious whether 
activists are marching in the streets or rhyming over beats. Black people are making sure their voice are heard 
by any means necessary, so perhaps there is no better method of getting the message that Black Lives Matter 
than through a historically Black medium: hip hop.
 
This widely-consumed genre has the potential to reach vast audiences, but hip hop fans, like Black people in 
general, are a heterogeneous bunch. Because of the different ways in which certain groups engage with music, 
it is possible that the radical messages in this new era of alienate those who need them most.
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the mobilizing themes in modern protest music go 
unheard.
 

MIXED MESSAGES
 
If this new breed of resistance-oriented hip hop is go-
ing to reach a broader audience of Black society, it will 
have to contend with the a popular subgenre that is at 
odds with the values of the new activist: gangsta rap.
 
Williams has learned that the appeal of hip hop in 
general is it’s “realness,” and that it displays a certain 
authenticity that other music cannot, especially for 
young Black men. For fans like Butler, this is the draw 
of hip hop music.

 
“It’s almost that cliche of listening to music and saying 
to yourself, “I feel like he’s talking to me.’” Butler says. 
“‘He’s on my wavelength. He somehow understands 
what I’m struggling to deal with.’”
 
Even so, listeners are fed a highly amplified, commer-
cial version of the realism they are searching for, Wil-
liams says, which is not only misleading, but perpet-
uates harmful ideas regarding women, masculinity, 
sexuality and more. But rather than refuting these tox-
ic themes, it seems that the renewed fervor for resis-
tance in mainstream hip hop often exists in tandem 
with gangsta rap influences.
 
The same Kendrick Lamar who raged against racism 
on To Pimp a Butterfly and met with Barack Obama to 
discuss inner city issues also uses the reality of gangs-
ta life in his songs. Even Chicago’s own philanthropist 
Golden Boy, Chance the Rapper, mixes themes of so-
cial change with gangsta elements. In “No Problem” 
in which Chance warns record labels that if they try to 
stop his success. “It’s gon’ be some dreadhead niggas 
in ya lobby.”
 
“That’s some gangsta shit that he’s talking about,” Wil-
liams says.
 
Butler agrees that modern hip hop often has lyrics 
that are difficult to reconcile with the artist’s message 
of social change. Butler says he has to consider wheth-

er violent or derogatory language is used as a storytell-
ing tool, or as a legitimate reflection of the artist’s per-
spective. But not every listener chooses to analyze hip 
hop lyrics as Butler does.Even when artists have both 
a connection to the “‘hood life” and choose to take a 
stance for social justice, their messages may only reach 
people like Butler, who have access to higher educa-
tion, rather than those who are more disadvantaged.
 
Williams uses rapper T.I., who has been a fairly vocal 
supporter of the Movement for Black Lives, as an ex-
ample.  In William’s experience, disadvantaged Black 
people often think that “Either he’s a gangsta or a pol-
itician. He can’t be both.”
 
Even though the disadvantaged people Williams has 
worked with may have been interested in improving 
their neighborhood, they feared politicizing their situ-
ation for fear of the unknown changes that may follow, 
Williams says.  As a result, certain political messages in 
hip hop can go ignored by those who may most bene-
fit from the social changes being advocated.

The start of the Black Lives Matter movement and the 
current sociopolitical climate may have spawned a 
new generation of activist as well as resistance music, 
but whether or not this pop cultural evolution can af-
fect a large swath of Black society remains unseen.
 
The most marginalized Black Americans may not en-
gage with the themes of social change embedded 
in today’s hip hop. The task of resistance is left activ-
ism-minded individuals who do seek rebellion in mu-
sic, but these people are not necessarily welcome to 
act on behalf of all Black people. In fact many young 
activists are viewed as outsiders by people in the ‘hood, 
Williams says. But although today’s popular hip hop il-
luminates the divides in the Black community, these 
difference do not preclude people from taking action.
 
For Butler, this means recognizing that his education 
allows him to more easily perceive political messages 
in music that inspire him to take action, especially in 
ways that others who lack the privilege and resources 
granted to him by education cannot, he says. Although 
he would not assume agency on behalf of any less priv-
ileged group, Butler says he has a duty to be conscious 
of the lyrics he hears and to act in a way that benefits 
society large.
 
“[Hip hop] is meant for more for you to listen to it and 
just keep living,” Butler says. “It reflects the now, but it 
speaks toward the future.”

THE MUSIC OF MOBILIZATION
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Poetry

the God my father taught me is a lion in the 
woods
he’s brazen, unbelievably callous, and he’d kill 
you if he could find a reason to do so
--he was a monster and i knew so

but this cat’s the toughest thing around

he’s the toughest thing i got

and following his footsteps and joining his litter 
might make me seem angry too, but i’m not
look, he feeds me and protects me
keeps me out of parts marked by troubled cubs 
--carries me across these woods like a shuttle 
bus--
gave me a king bed in place of my cot

and this guy’s way elusive
so the rest of my pack wants to make him seem 
exclusive, see
my mom and dad used to teach me good and 
bad like it were binary code

A 1 for loving your neighbor today
A 0 each time the veins toward my arteries 
flowed when i saw a pretty girl

and i never thought i would need him this badly,
for thoughts about Jesus to be this intrusive
but the God that got me through high school-- 
who saved my life sophomore year
who kept my poetry sincere

could never be abusive!

my God’s more accommodating than a cruise 
ship
a heart bigger than the upward height 
stretched by these trees
a warmth too explosive to be expressed by 
degrees

listen, my God doesn’t have unconscious 
biases

he’s never met hubris
my god’s more than a show, he’s the whole 
fucking television
and my God’s not a nuisance!

not some arbitrary maker of rules,
my God’s not blind to justice-- his true will is 
backed by substance
my God can’t be cruel

and his growl is a purr
his vicious claws, all perfectly manicured

he loves us, i just know it
he loves us, i just

know it

Debbie-Marie Brown

Hosea 11:10
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My American Dream
I’m dressed down: skinny jeans and Nike’s and a

“Black Lives Matter” shirt splattered in red, 
a proud symbol to expound my blackness. 

But my blackness ain’t happy. 
It’s drowning beneath the clinging edges 

of a hate-filled society, 
its flat tips cascade into a lingering wall,

that reminds me that I’m out. 
And here I am, the “weird, mean black girl,” 

targeted for ignoring shallow social interactions 
for the sake of maintaining my identity and values.

Excluded, watch me sit in a classroom with revolving doors, 
people reminding me that I couldn’t have gotten in for any-

thing other than being 
Black. 

My dad tells me that my blackness is consumption.
A large mouth that kisses the heart, 

a token of our movement’s passionate stance. 
Because blackness is a shared existence –
a subtle agreement between black bodies.

‘Cause we drown in blood that may not be ours,
but it tastes familiar, as despair marks the silhouette 

of my brothers and my sisters

deaths driven by violence between neighboring armies,
or the cowardice and fear of soldiers with badges,

whatever the case may be, they’re dead.
And we don’t know where their souls landed,

or if there is anywhere else to land besides this torn nation
of corruption and false promises, lies that blame poverty on 

individual warriors
who break their backs for their next paycheck,

hoping to send their kids to colleges that either pass out from 
the starvation

of government dollars or get fat with the gluttony of private 
industry. 

We can argue all day about what to do first, what to do next, 
where to go, and who to see. 

But I think it starts with children,
holding each other by their innocent palms,

deciding that this is not a world they would wish for their loved 
ones.

And they will wear their imaginations, hopes and dreams
on their shoulders, making this chaos history. 

untitled.
Darcele Pluviose

I come from palm trees and wetlands, below sea level I thrive in the salt water. Though displaced for fresher air, I 
was returned closer to the familiar. I arrived in a swirl of satisfaction and newly printed two dollar bills. I was born 
11:59 but in midday. In between. I stand position among air, earth and water. I am at thecusp of mystery. So en-
trance, it was not easy; trauma is woven into DNA. Well for once, it wasn’t me! Relish in the short lived mania that 
brings color, SATURATION to this brave world. Hiding stormclouds is easy when you’ve had years of practice in 
swamp. Protection becomes nature, right of the first born. Born of salt, preservation streams through my blood. Salt 
water streams down Sandy salt roads lead me home. I start from center, I come from pleasure. My atoms are past 
and tangential. Ancestors walk beside me today in different dimensions. They whisper in my ears, it’s okay to cry at 
BIG TYPE AND LOUD FONT. At reality it’s okay to cry every day. That my body breeds unsatisfactory beauty. 
That my limits know no ends. My life span scares me. My body ends soon, being sustains. Colored nail polish likes 
to decay before its time. Black hair products become small downpayments toward aesthetic health, they run out too 
soon. My inbetweens have no words but screams. And.. I do not think silence resides inside but perhaps silence has 
spent a night or two there. Listen, this voice is seductive. Let me tell you what I know.

My American Dream
Avie Watson
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